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Reduced Cost, Increased Performance, Less Maintenance
The E160 was developed when rail cars were smaller and lighter, and a lower average volume of cars were 
processed. If you decide to replace your E160, moving to a pneumatic system could prove cost prohibitive, look 
no further than The Pacesetter Electro-Hydraulic Retarder.

With its self-contained hydraulic system, the Pacesetter doesn’t need to rely on an expensive air plant. Since it’s 
built on the proven M96 platform, you can be sure that it will provide lasting performance. Add to that improved 
braking and reduced maintenance, once again Precision Rail has revolutionized the industry.

With over 40 years experience, Precision Rail and Mfg. has continued to produce products that make rail yards 
safer, more productive and more efficient. The Pacesetter Electro-Hydraulic Retarder continues that tradition.
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UPPER LEVER RUNNING RAIL ADJUSTING SHIMS ADJUSTING SHIMS

BRAKE SHOES

LOWER LEVER
STROKE LIMITER LOWER LEVER

FULCRUM PIN HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

•  Built on the proven and reliable M96 platform

• Powered by an innovative hydraulic system

•  Hydraulic oil cooler

• Hydraulic oil designed to operate at -40° F

•  High flow hydraulic pump for quick actuation and 
response time

•  Fatigue and impact resistant high alloy cast levers

• Low level and overheat shut-offs

•  Low profile design increases clearance envelope

• Lube free bushing

• Easy to shim adjusting system for gauging

• New optional brake shoe fastening system

• Eliminates the need for an air plant

• More precise car control

•  Available in 265 VDC and 480 VAC configurations 

Why you need The Pacesetter


